Hoopla Recommendations for Grade 3
Each Warwick Library card can check out 10 per month

*More in the Series Available click on series title within the book title for more

Adderson, Caroline. **Jasper John Dooley** *(Realistic Fiction)*
Butler, Dori H. **The Case of the Lost Boy** *(Mystery)*
Cassidy, Sara. **Blackberry Juice** *(Realistic Fiction)*
Castro, Asia. **Zoey and Sassafras** *(Fantasy Fiction with Science)*
Dalgliesh, Alice. **The Bears on Hemlock Mountain** *(Historical Fiction)* Audio Book only
Enderle, Dotti. **Yo Ho No** *(Scary Fiction)*
English, Karen. **Skateboard Party** *(Sports Fiction)*
Estes, Eleanor. **The Hundred Dresses** *(Historical Fiction)*
Farber, E.S. **Seagulls Don’t Eat Pickles** *(Action Fiction)*
Grahame, Kenneth. **The Reluctant Dragon** *(Fantasy Fiction)*
Griffin, Adele. **The Becket List** *(Realistic Fiction)*
Hale, Bruce. **This Gum for Hire** *(Mystery)*
Hamilton, Kersten. **The Mesmer Menace** *(Science-Fiction)*
Homzie, Hillary. **Ellie May on President’s Day** *(Realistic Fiction)*
Kevin Sylvester, **Basketballogy** *(Non-Fiction)*
Kuipers, Alice. **Polly Diamond and the Magic Book** *(Fantasy Fiction)*
Laperia, Artur. **Super Potato** *(Graphic Novel)*
LaReau, Kara. **The Jolly Regina** *(Action Fiction)*
MacLachlan, Patricia. **Sarah, Plain and Tall** *(Historical Fiction)* Audio Book only
MacLachlan, Patricia. **The Truth of Me** *(Realistic Fiction)*
Mass, Wendy. **Archie Takes Flight** *(Science-Fiction)* Audio Book only
Mlynowski Sarah. **Upside-Down Magic** *(Fantasy Fiction)* Audio Book only
Nilsson, Ulf. **A Complicated Case** *(Mystery)*
Scieszka, Jon. **Frank Einstein and the Electro-Finger** *(Science-Fiction)*
Selfors, Suzanne. **Wedgie & Gizmo** *
Seymour Simon. **Destination: Moon** *(Non-Fiction)*
Singer, Marilyn. **Hair!** *(Non-Fiction)*
Spinelli, Jerry. **Third Grade Angels** *(Realistic Fiction)* Audio Book only
Stewart, Melissa. **Droughts** *(Non-Fiction)*
Tine, Greg. **Dinos Are Forever** *
Titus, Eve. **Basil of Baker Street** *(Mystery)* Audio Book only
Urban, Linda. **Weekends with Max and his Dad** *(Realistic Fiction)*
Wallis Quvenzhane. **Shai and Emmie** *(Realistic Fiction)* Audio Book only
Watson, Tom. **Stick Dog or Stick Cat** *(Humorous Fiction)*
Weatherford, Carole B. **Schomburg: the Man Who Built a Library** *(Biography)* Audio Book only
Weston, Elise. **The Coastwatcher** *(Historical Fiction)*
Wunsch, Emma. **Miranda and Maude** *(Realistic Fiction)*